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Trapped in Tradition: William Carlos Williams' Paterson
In Paterson, William Carlos Williams intends the poem to serve as a primer to future poets
on how to bring a sense of the new to their work. Williams unwittingly falls into the
Romantic mode by rebelling against tradition, thereby adhering to a past poetics. By
attempting to instruct future poets in how to write, he becomes yet another teacher
attempting to canonize his own aesthetics.
\
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During the last forty years, critics have come to see William Carlos Williams as an
innovator, a poet who opened up poetry to new ways of expression. His 'variable foot,'
his rejection of past traditions, and his insistence in trying to discover a new language lay
the groundwork for much ofthe poetry that followed his own, including the Beats and
those who use the "Organic Form" (Laughlin 193). But while his influence on subsequent
poets is undeniable, a careful examination ofWilliams' Paterson and his critical statements
suggests that Williams' style and ethos is actually part of the tradition he sets out to reject.
Harold Bloom's "The Dialectics ofPoetic tradition" argues that one of the key tropes of
tradition is the poet's Romantic impulse to reject the past and install his or her own
aesthetic as the new tradition. In this view, rebellion against the way poetry is governed'
exists as part of the way poetry is governed. Williams serves as an archetype ofthis trope
in action: the vivid image ofthe burning Library/tradition in Paterson as well as his canon
of artists in Book Five represents the toppling of one tradition in favor of another. Such a
process represents one ofBloom's "Romantic epicycle" of rebellion against the past
(1187), placing Williams firmly back in the tradition he so desperately wants to escape.
At first glance, the claim that Williams is a Romantic figure seems to ignore the
style of his poetry. In his introduction to a collection ofessays on Williams, J. Hilis Miller
notes that "Williams' work fails to provide the reader habituated to Romantic or symbolist
poetry with the qualities he expects" (2). Such an observation seems fair given Williams'
use of prose passages and his "Stepdown triadic stanza" that his publisher James Laughlin
calls Williams' "trademark" (193). Yet despite his use of such novel techniques, Williams'
Romantic side peeks tmough: Wallace Stevens calls Williams "a Romantic poet" (62), and
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Williams himself admits to at one time having a Romantic side in a 1948 letter to David
Ignatow, stating that Improvisations: Kora in Hell embarrasses him because it is
"Romantic" (8L 267). Stevens argues that Williams has a "Romantic temperament"
because he "has spent his life rejecting the accepted sense of things" (62), a habit that
Stevens calls a "passion for the anti-poetic" (62-3). While Williams vehemently rejects
"Stevens' Dictum" that he is anti-poetic (8L 265),1 Stevens' description matches Williams
own description of the artist: "He is usually in a rebellion against the world, I think. I
think that's a rule" (I 12). Here Williams seems to acknowledge that the poet by definition
rebels against set convention, yet he does not see that such rebellion is part of the tradition
he scorns. His predicament is that while he sees what is wrong with the limits tradition
places on the poet, he cannot help but think about this dilemma in terms defined by the
tradition from which he struggles to free himself His Rbmantic impulse blinds him to his
own participation in tradition.
Williams' problem with tradition lies in his belief that the expectations dictated by
the poetry and criticism that has preceded his work imposes life-draining limitations upon
his own style. Literature has become "stale" to him because its forms and the accepted
responses they inspire have already been predetermined by a long-term acclimation to the
traditions of the past. In 1943 he writes to James Laughlin that tradition makes up "the
dry mass of those principles ofknowledge and culture which the universities ... have
cloistered and made a cult" (8L 214), linking tradition and academia together in the
smothering ofpoetry.2 He envisions a cultural conspiracy to fix poetry in place:
[T]he conventions of art ... carry over not only the tradition ... they carry over
3
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the restrictions for mutations of that language. They even modify the thought of
the language. The forms modify the thought ... That's why priests of all sorts, the
priest, generally speaking, whether Christian or otherwise, sticks to ritual, because
he knows if he can get those people to repeat that ritual, they are caught. They are
snared, for life .... (I 25) ~
What Williams identifies here is the self-sustaining mechanism of tradition. By
incorporating the mechanism of change into 'itself, tradition protects itselfby controlling
the ways it can be altered. Since tradition controls language, it becomes self-regulating
and untouchable by those held in its grasp. Those who advocate tradition (the "priests" of
the "cult" of culture) operate on a faith that cannot accept any other approach to writing.
They, as well as the poets and readers that make up the culture they control, are "spitted
on fixed concepts like/roasting hogs" as Williams writes in Paterson (32). As a result,
poetry has become atrophied, encased, stagnant:
the craft
subverted by thought, rolling up, let
him beware lest he turn to no more than
the writing of stale poems . . .
Minds like beds always made up,
(more stony than a shore)
unwilling or unable. (P 4)
This stanza from the Preface ofPaterson reads like a warning to both his readers and
future poets: poetry is in danger of becoming stale because of the minds that
are-willingly or not-adhering to the principles of tradition.
This fear of tradition lies at the heart ofWilliams' own anxiety ofinfluence. In The
Embodiment ofKnowledge, Williams' eloquent rant against tradition strongly resembles
Bloom's definition of the writer's anxiety:
[T]here is an antagonism between the ages.. ,Each age wishes to enslave the others.
-~-------
Each wishes to succeed. It is very human and completely understandable ... we
are somehow convinced that we are not quite alive, that we are less than
they-who lived before us. It grows and obsesses us ... We are enslaved. It is .
necessary to overcome that ....
The classics have done something to the words. They have fixed them into an
apparent building which can do nothing but crumble and disappear like the
Parthenon ... Fixed in words-in the very classics are many-most if not all of
the stupidities which enthrall us ... To read, while we are imbibing the wisdom of
the ages, we are at the same time imbibing the death and the imbecility, the
enslaving rudeness of the ages. (107)
Compare Williams' statement to Bloom's:
You cannot write or teach or think or even read without imitation, and what you
imitate is what another person has done, that person's writing or teaching or
thinking or reading. Your relationship to what informs that person is tradition ...
Literary tradition begins when a fresh author is simultaneously cognizant not only
of his own struggle against the forms and presence of a precursor, but is compelled
also to a sense ofthe Precursor's place in regard to what came before him. (1186)
Both writers recognize the two key elements of the anxiety of influence: a fear that the
'preceding generations were greater in thought and art than the present generation, and a
belief that these predecessors have programmed the next generation to adopt their
traditions rather than invent new ones. Yet where Bloom is only describing (and
admittedly lauding) the endless regress of traditional influence, Williams' use ofwords like
"obsesses," "enslaved," and "death" indicates that while he also understands the anxiety of
the influence, his understanding emerges from a self-diagnosis of his Romantic paranoia to
not fall into the trap of tradition. He simultaneously sees the overriding influence of
tradition upon literature and knowledge while refusing to see himself as incapable of
breaking free of this tradition. 3
-(' To combat tradition, Williams pulls it from the abstract state and makes it physical
in the guise of the Library in Book Three ofPatersoll. 4 As the repository for the books in
which culture preserves its ideas and knowledge, the Library's cloistering of the
foundational elements of tradition represents tradition's entombed state:
Dead men's dreams, confined by these walls, rising
seek an outlet. The spirit languishes,
unable, unable not from lack of innate ability -
(barring alone sure death)
but from that which immures them pressed here
together with their fellows, for respite .
Flown in from before the cold or nightbound
(the light attracted them)
They sought safety (in books)
but ended battering against glass
at the high windows
The Library is desolation, it has a smell of its own
of stagnation and death . (P 100) .
In this description of the Library, Williams transforms books into the dreams of those who
wrote them. These dreams, which originally possessed the power to be able (to
invigorate, to use imagination, to revitalize the present through art), once captured and
made safe by tradition became stagnant, unable to escape the limits imposed upon them as
parts of tradition. As a result of being ensnared, these desolate dreams act as a "veil /
closing around the mind ... cutting the mind away...SILENCE!" (P 101), deadening
each mind that comes in contact with them. Worse still, as books these dreams become
part of the mechanism of cultural control exercised by the cult of culture:
Texts mount and complicate them-
selves, lead to further texts and those
to synopses, digests and emendations. So be it.
Until the words break lose or - sadly
hold, unshaken. Unshaken! (P 130)
Williams' horrified cry of"Unshaken!" sums up the devastating effect of tradition upon
both the poet and the reader: by smothering innovation, tradition sterilizes art of
everything that invigorates, encasing each subsequent generation in a culture devoid of any
redeeming value. s .Yet as dangerous as this effect may be, by making tradition tangible in
the form of the Library, Williams allows everyone to se~ its pernicious nature, bringing its
abstract risk into the material world where it can be approached, examined, and attacked.6
Having transformed tradition into a tangible object, Williams offers his readers the
Romantic experience of its destruction by burning down the Library. To Williams, this act
of destruction is an act of creation, a metamorphosing of something horrifying into
something beautiful. Readers experience the relief Williams feels at the Library's
destruction while simultaneously digesting Williams' explanation for this relief:
While we stand with our mouths open,
shaking our heads and saying, My God, did
you ever see anything like that? As though
it were wholly out ofour dreams, as
indeed it is, unparalleled in our most sanguine
dreams .
The person submerged
in wonder, the fire becomes the person
But the pathetic library (that contained,
perhaps, not one volume of distinction)
must go down also -
BECAUSE IT IS SILENT. IT
IS SILENT BY DEFECT OF VIRTUE IN THAT IT
CONTAINS NOTHING OF YOU
That which should be
rare is trash, because it contains
7
nothing ofyou. They spit on you,
literally, but without you, nothing. The
library is muffled and dead
But you are the dream
of dead men
Beautiful Thing! (P 122)
The surprise, shock, and delight in the destruction of the library is evident in these lines,
but more importantly, we see a transformation of those who experience the burning from
automatons into something more vital: the fire, the Beautiful Thing for which all writers
strive. Earlier in the poem Williams defines the Beautiful Thing as "a dark flame, / a wind,
a flood -counter to all staleness" (P 100). The beauty of this invigorating flame comes
from his definition ofbeauty in general: "beauty is a defiance of authority" (P 119),
making the Beautiful Thing a part of the Romantic Impulse. These two definitions join
together in the destruction ofthe library: authority is not only defied, it is annihilated, and
in its annihilation, the fetid limits that have been imposed upon everyone have been burned
clean and converted into something beautiful. Out of destruction comes creation, and this
claim to invent serves as a fist raised in defiance of tradition.
Having torn down the symbols of tradition as he saw them, Williams tries to fill the
vacuum with a new approach to poetics. One ofthe fundamental beliefs of Williams' new
aesthetic centers on recognizing how tradition deadens everything it influences. To
Williams, the stupefying effects of tradition occur because the "tyranny of the symbolic"
interferes with the individual's ability to interact with reality (SL 257). In a 1947 letter to
Kenneth Burke, he declares that "My whole intent. ..has been...to find a basis...for the
8
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actual" (SL 257), but as he observes in Spring and All, the actual is hard to see through
the tropes ascribed by tradition:
[A]ll writing, up to the present, if not all art, has been especially designed to keep
up the barrier between sense and the vaporous fringe which distracts the attention
from its agonized approaches to the moment. It has been always a search for "the
beautiful illusion." Very Well. I am not in search of"the beautiful illusion." (16)
As individuals search for the actual, the different tropes tradition has burned into the
cultural lexicon prompt predetermined responses to stimulus, forcing individuals to
perceive the world in the false terms dictated by tradition. Williams wants to destroy this
symbolic hierarchy so that "'beauty' is related not to 'loveliness' but to a state in which
reality plays a part" (SA 21). Under this new aesthetic, beauty would lie only in the direct
-
experience of the actual, not in the tropes that tradition approves of as beautiful. Audrey
T. Rodgers argues that in Paterson this aesthetic allows Paterson to find dignity in the
"fraI}.k vulgarity" of sexual activity in the park (103-4), and a similar beauty is found in the
image of the gang-rape victim in Book Three. What Williams wants all ofus to do is to
move past the standards of attraction and repulsion imposed by tradition and find beauty in
the purity of the actual.
The key to perceiving reality to Williams lies in control of the language. The .
cultural lexicon that dictates the way we interpret our experiences exists in traditional
language, acting as a "constant barrier between the reader and his consciousness of
immediate contact with the world" (SA 15). Roy Miki describes Williams' definition of
the "devolution of language" as "any form ofthought Cliterary' or otherwise) that
attempts to cage the actual by making it conform to a preconceived frame of reference"
9
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(44). Such a devolution filters experience through learned standards of interpretation
inherent in language. According to Harvey Gross, what Williams tries to do in his poetry
is allow the reader to "revive their childhood belief that words are indeed the things and
qualities they symbolize," forgetting the value judgements associated with the words that
are learned later in life. While such a belief presupposes that a language can exist without
value judgements, Williams seems to be suggesting we can wash away the traditional bias
which governs our response to experience by recognizing-and then ignoring-its
influence. We have to see beyond what we are expected to see and experience only what
is actually there before us.
In order to seize control oflanguage from tradition, Williams extols the
imagination as a force which individuals use in conjunction with their perception of reality
to experience a moment ofpure understanding. In Spring and All, which publisher James
Laughlin calls Williams' "hymn to the imagination" (197), Williams asserts that
imagination "is an actual force comparable to electricity ... that has been used from the
first to raise understanding" (SA 22). This force "gives the feeling of completion by
revealing the oneness of experience; it rouses rather than stupefies the intelligence by
demonstrating ... that life is valuable-when completed by the imagination" (SA 18).
Imagination vitalizes everything it touches by making everything new, unique. It unties
the real with the unreal, allowing individuals to react to their sensory experience without
filtering their responses through traditional expectations. As Sister M. Bernetta Quinn
notes, this union makes the individual "both subject and object in the design of reality,
since through perception ... he creates what lies about him" (108), suggesting that
10
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Williams wanted to democratize art by taking the power of interpretation out of the hands
of tradition and putting it into the hands of each individual. As he writes in Paterson "It is
the imagination/which cannot be fathomed.lIt is through this hole/we escape" (212), and
this escape is from the deadly effects of tradition upon the soul.
This interplay of imagination and reality makes up the core of Williams' poetic
ethos, which comes to be symbolized at the end ofPaterson in the dance. This interaction
only occurs in moments of experience, compelling Williams to urge his audience "to seize
the moment" and squeeze every drop oflife out of it (P 24). In these moments individuals
be~come innovators, and as Conarroe observes, "It is through invention-through the
mind's power ofmutation-that one is able to discover a measure and hence recover the
truth" (133). By. reacting to art or experience, individuals create a unique reality that
exists outside oftradition, making it vital. Henry M. Sayre suggests that this interaction
.
represents "an unresolvable dialectical opposition: on the one hand was the mind, the
imagination and its potential to create order ... and on the other was the world,
fragmented and chaotic" (5). While Williams hoped to unite the two oppositions into a
unified existence, he came to see that the two only interact in those briefmoments of
individual experience. To Miller, the tension between the real and the imagination "exists
in a tension of attraction and repulsion ... which is like the relation of dancer and dance"
("Introduction" 11). Thus, when Williams urges us "to dance to a measure /
contrapuntally ... Satyrically, the tragic foot" (P 239), he urges us to strive for the
freedom enjoyed by the satyr in the attempt to experience those fleeting moments where
the real and the imagination merge together to shape reality. What becomes the poetic
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touchstone for Williams is the never-ending quest to experience these moments without
letting tradition interfere. Only through them can poetry and life find value.
While this quest for moments of innovation is both appealing and on the surface
convincing as a philosophy for a new poetics, a careful examination of the traditional
elements that help shape Paterson reveals that even as he debunks tradition, Williams
works within its strictures. Critics note that Paterson alternately functions as an epic
(Conarroe 14), an "archetypal journey" (Rodgers 95), an idyll (SL 305), and even a
picaresque (Conarroe 15). Williams himself admits to borrowing techniques from
Coleridge (SL 309), and the poem draws inspiration from sources as wide spread as
Thoreau, Pound, Whitman, Chaucer, Keats, Shelly, Wordsworth, Wagner, Joyce, and
Shelly to name but a few (Conarroe 12-8). He also makes reference to such figures as
Dauphin (P 210), Isocrates (P 9), Erasmus (P 19), and other classical figures of history
and mythology that seem almost a catalogue of cultural icons. While critics such as Miller
and Conarroe urge readers "not to over emphasize the derivative aspects ofPaterson"
(Conarroe 23), asserting that "the similarities are rather a matter of independent responses
to a new experience of life" (Miller 6), the sheer volume of traditional elements informs
the reading of the poem, calling upon the cultural knowledge imposed by tradition to
allow the audience to understand what Williams is rejecting. Unfortunately, by using these
traditional responses in his attempt to destroy tradition, Williams reenforces their power
by making them central to the interpretation of the poem.
While the use of traditional images in an attack on tradition might be
understandable, Williams' claim to invent a new poetics seems exaggerated when you
12
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consider where he learned to develop his most recognizable stylistic advancement: the use
of prose in poetry. While countless critics acknowledge the influence of Ezra Pound's
Cantos on Williams' use of historical documents, Brian A. Bremen credits Byron Vazakas'
"prose / poetic line" with reshaping Williams' entire approach to the use of prose (222).
Williams first discovered Vazakas in 1944, and latter went on to write the introduction to
Vazakas' Transfigured Night (1946), praising Vazakas' destruction of the traditional
separation between prose and poetry by treating prose lines as equal in poetic value as
verse. Bremen notes that prior to his encounter with Vazakas, Williams considered the
two forms separate, with prose being slightly less artistic and more mechanical than verse
(233). Yet in his introduction to Transfigured Night, Williams praises Vazakas' use of
prose as artistic: by using the actual words and phrases of an existing document in his
poems, Williams feels that Vazakas gives the prose a verse-like ability to imbue the
describe,d event with imagination, making it a vital part of art. Bremen argues that after
seeing how Vazakas uses prose, Williams found a way to weave the prose texts he had
gathered for Paterson into the body ofthe verse in such a way as to make them part of the
poetry and not simple insertions (223V Williams himself was quite adamant about not
separating Paterson's prose from poetry: in a 1948 letter Horace Gregory he argues that
"there's an identity between prose and verse, not an antithesis" (SL 265), a point he
elaborates on in a 1948 letter to Parker Tyler:
All the prose ... has primarily the purpose ofgiving a metrical meaning to or of
emphasizing a metrical continuity between all word use . . . prose and verse are
both writing, both a matter of the words and an interrelation between words for
the purpose of exposition, or other better defined purpose of the art. (SL 263)
13
Prose, rather than simply being an undynamic approximation of language, becomes an
equal part of the artistic endeavor. Both prose and verse can work toward the same goal
of providing an artistic experience for both writer and reader. Without Vazakas, this
fundamental poetic device would never have become part ofWilliams' technique.
Williams's use of the Vazakas-inspired poetic prose works well as Williams'
primary technique largely because it mirrors the artistic style of a movement Williams was
very familiar with: Dadaism. Perhaps the most important technique Williams adopts from
the Dadaists is the readymade, the labeling of a found object as art. Dickran Tashjian
notes that Williams comments on Duchamp's Tlie7ouiliain(r917}inKora in Hell,
showing both Williams' awareness and admiration for readymades (40-1). Unveiled at an
anti-National Academy ofArts show in the United States, Duchamp's titling of a porcelain
urinal was designed to test the avant-garde's commitment to non-trilditional artistic
endeavors. To Williams both the use of a found object and the deliberate challenge to
tradition must have been inspiring, offering both an ethos and a technique transferable to
poetry. Tashjian is quick to point out that "readymades ... are manipulated artifacts,
subject to artistry, albeit often of a covert sort" (44), a point that Williams would have
been quick to associate with Vazakas· artistic manipulation of quoted prose. Equally
common in Dadaist work is the collage, a technique which Tashjian suggests blends
elements of the real world with the imaginary:
Collage turns the space of the art object into an arena of ambiguity. The
autonomous existence ofthe work of art is challenged by the intrusion of the 'real'
into its space. Conversely, the 'real' is~metamorphosed ... by its sudden
placement in the realm of art. (96)
14
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Collage offers artists the opportunity to unite the real with the imagined, simultaneously
challenging the norms of traditional response to 'real' objects while exercising the
imagination on reality. Such a blending of reality and imagination offers an audience
immediate experience ofboth realms at once, bringing individuals closer to those elusive
moments of actuality that Williams prizes so highly. Miller explicitly draws a connection
between Williams and art, saying "his work joins in that return to the facts of immediate
experience which is a widespread tendency in twentieth century thought and art"
("Introduction" 6), an association that suggests that rather than acting as a leader,
Williams' "new" technique places him firmly in someone else's tradition.
Innovative or not, this new prose technique works quite well, making Paterson
both a visual text and a feast for the imagination. Conarroe describes the constant
alternation of poetry with prose as "a kaleidoscopic effect" (24), two seemingly different
splashes of language blending seamlessly in a cascade of patterns that provides a
constantly shifting artistic experience. In a note to himself on a draft ofPaterson,
Williams reminds himself to "make it factual (as the Life is factual)-almost
casual-always sensual-usually visual: related to thought NEVER Poetic NEVER"
(Conarroe 37). His emphasis on the tangible, the sensbry experience, the visual combines
his own desire to avoid the preconceived responses of tradition with the use of concrete
elements like the Dadaists.8 He likewise forms a collage out ofwhat Roy Harvey Pearce
calls "the disjecta membra" of historical materials, which are "allowed to have meaning
only as they fit into the poet's scheme ofthings" (336). Williams treats historical
documents like found objects, artifacts from the real world that he is free to use as part of
15
his poetry:
the theory is that you can make a poem out of anything. You don't have to have
conventionally poetic material ... we don't have to take a conventional subject like
Greek drama, which could speak only of the gods, or medieval painting, which was
largely devoted to the Christian mythology. We can use anything, anything at all.
It's what you do with it that counts. It's always been so ... we have enlarged the
field of choice, that's all. (121)
This statement of principle strongly mirrors the Dadaist ethos of freedom from traditional
limitations. Williams takes these documents and reworks them in an editing process that
"reveals the bits of poetry hidden within the sentimental prose" (Bremen 232), allowing
Williams to show his audience precisely what his imagination made from the real object.
Bremen identifies one particular passage, the description of a circus in Book Four, that
instead ofbeing "original" verse is actually "a pastiche" ofLongwell's A Little Story of
Old Paterson As Told By An OldMan (232),9 a subtle elimination ofwords to evoke a
new feeling from the same basic text. These Dadaist techniques help Williams create a
poetic canvas of elaborate experiences out of found objects, experiences free from
traditional poetic forms.
Ironically, as indebted to Dadaism as he is, Williams ultimately abandoned the
Dadaists because they became absorbed by the forces of tradition as an example of the
artistic impulse to resist tradition. As the Dadaists became part of the cult of culture
through reviews, criticism, and imitation, they became part of the psuedo-reality that
tradition's sanctionedinterpretation-convinces the average individual is reality. In Spring
and All, Williams warns artists against this co-option of innovation: "works of art cannot
be left in this category ofFrance's 'lie,' they must be real, not 'realism' but reality itself'
16
(22). The ever-present risk to innovation is that tradition-in this case represented by the
artistic establishment centered in France-reduces the reality that innovation creates to a
stylistic movement, a "realism" that is a lie because it only exists as a recognized norm
instead of a vital understanding that comes from direct experience. In Paterson the
norming ofDadaism appears as the fate of Soupault's Dadaist novel, The Last Nights of
Paris: entrapped in "The Cloisters" (a museum which has the same debilitating
institutional effect as the Library, on a rock no less), the liberating power ofDadaism is
obscured and sucked into in the shadow of the traditional, language-impaired stuttering of
"la rea, la rea, la realite!" (209). Thi~ French cry of"reality" isn't reality at all but rather
the "realism" oftradition. Having become a part of tradition by being lauded and
cloistered by its institutions, Williams must condemn Dadaism as he does Pound.
Ironically he continues to use thier methods despite his acknowledgement that they have
been coopted.
Having laid out his attack against tradition and establishing a poetic ethos and
technique, Williams indulges in what Bloom argues is an essential "part ofRomantic
tradition": canon-formation (1187). Dedicating Book Five ofPaterson to "Henri
Toulouse Lautrec" (206), perhaps one ofthe first to co-opt one form (the propaganda
poster) and make art out of it, Williams offers his audience a list of those artistic and
historical figures that he feels approach his own poetic ethos. The list is quite varied:
Gertrude Stein, Paul Klee, Durer, Bosch, Freud, Picasso, Juan Gris, Pollack (P 22,213).
While some of his examples include an acknowledgement of their individual limitations,
what makes them worthy of praise is the example their particular attempts to use
~7
imagination sets for those who follow. In "The Modern Primer," Williams praises Stein
and Joyce for their influence on subsequent generations: "What influence, if any, have
these two writers on others? Their influence has been active in many of th'e younger
writers not by directly forming their style but by making certain modes Of writing, now
demoded, impossible to them" (EK 18). This concern for the effect on the next generation
of artist suggests that Williams is concerned that budding artist follow his ethos: avoid
tradition. This concern manifests itself in Paterson: "Paterson has grown older..
.trying/to get the young/to foreshorten/their errors in the use ofwords which/he has found
so difficult" (230). With these lines Paterson suddenly becomes a guide to the next
generation of artists, complete with a new canon, that essentially serves as a manifesto for
Williams' own poetic ethos. 10
Ifwe can see Paterson as a primer for Williams' specific opinions on how poetry
--i.-,
should be read and written intended for·future generations, then Williams has fallen victim
to the very tradition he spends his entire career trying to destroy. By codifying his poetic
philosophy, he in fact has institutionalized his revisionary impulse, behavior which Bloom
argues "has become so much a norm" in literary tradition (1187). The anti-academician
has himselfbecome a teacher,a priest of the cult of culture, judging what should and
should not be allowed in poetry. Instead of democratizing the art, he is imposing an
impossible burden on subsequent generations: avoid all that the old tradition taught you.
Yet even as he attempts to get others to do this, he cannot do it himself: his motivation to
destroy tradition is itself a traditional motivation, while the "new" techniques he employs
in his quest to escape from tradition come from sources he acknowledges are part of the
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tradition he is fighting. In his desperation to find alternatives, he fails to find anything
original, so he tries to remake the old into something new as he does the historical
documents in Paterson. While such a tactic may be one of the earliest attempts to escape
the post-Modern dilemma, Williams is not conscious of his use of tradition in his rebellion;
his claims of innovation still carry with them the Romantic spirit of being the source of a
new poetics. This spirit robs his poetry of the freedom he seeks in its writing, making him
an unwitting voice for tradition. As Bloom says, "reject your parents vehemently enough,
and you will become a belated version of them" (1188), and Williams, with his "new"
poetics, has done precisely that.
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Notes
1. In letters, Williams repeatedly complains about the anti-poetic label, saying in a 1948
letter to Horace Gregory that he was "sick of ... Stevens' Dictum" (265), and in a March
10, 1948 letter to Parker Tyler he emphatically insists that his use of prose in his poetry "is
not and antipoetic device" (263).
2. Ironically, despite his intense dislike of academic criticism, Williams read as much of it
as he could and even edited Contact, a literary magazine. Nancy K. Barry reports that in
composing Paterson, Williams waited for the reviews ofBook One to suggest a direction
for book two, suggesting that while Williams may have hated academics and felt that they
were killing poetry, he still reacted to their proclamations about poetry.
3. Gay Sibley offers a different, if tenuous, argument suggesting that Williams in fact likes
tradition and is lamenting the loss of it in Paterson. See "Documents ofPresumption: The
Satiric Use of the Ginsberg Letters in William Carlos Williams' Paterson." American
Literature, 55.1--(1983): 1-23 .
. 4. Much of this argument stems from an earlier paper I wrote entitled "William Carlos
Williams' Burning Library: Paterson's Assertion ofthe Individual."
5. The process of absorbing, overworking, and ultimately destroying the value of any
innovation that appears is foreshadowed as early as pages eight and nine in Paterson with
the description ofDavid Hower's pearl sale. The subsequent mad scramble for pearls and
picking them apart mirrors the imitation and critical examination of new forms of art:
News of this sale created such excitement that search for the pearls was started throughout
the country. The Vnias (mussels) at Notch Brook and elsewhere were gathered by the
millions and dest ",Competitve Giants: Satiric Bedrock in Book One of
William CarlofWilliams' Paterson royed often with little or no result. A
large round peal, weighing 400 grains which would have been the finest
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pearl of modern times, was ruined by boiling open the shell. (P 9)
6. While burning down the library may be the most visceral ofPaterson's attacks on
tradition, the poem also attacks two of Williams' contemporaries as defenders oftraditiqn:
T.S. Eliot and Ezra Pound. Using the pattern of illusions traced by Kathleen D.
Matthews in her essay "Competitive Giants: Satiric Bedrock in Book One of William
Carlos Williams' Paterson," Eliot appears as Pieter the Dwarf while Pound is Sam Patch.
Williams consistently ridiculed Eliot, calling h~m a "conformist" (163) and "Rev. Eliot" to
signify both his religious emphasis and his status as one of cult of culture's priests (SL
249). He labeled The Waste Land "the greatest catastrophe to our letters" because it
"gave the poem back to the academics" (A 146), and in his essay, "The History of a
Coterie," Williams argues that Eliot "failed...and fell back after a gallant attack, fell back
into knowledge and its ensieged-besieged citadel where it is stagnant English" (EK 34).
By making Eliot the dwarf who dies in the raging waters (that we later see as the floods of
Book Three), Williams symbolically neutralizes· the influence of his greatest rival. Pound
likewise fails to measure up to Williams' call for a new poetry: Williams charges him with
using "hackneyed theme[s]" of ancient mythology, "the gone world of 'history,'" and the
"well-worked-out-forms ofthe old" tradition ("Excerpts"ll, 12). His judgement of the
f'
Cantos, while acknowledging the attempt to make something new, shows Pound as a
victim of tradition: "It succeeds and not-it does and fails...He has succeeded against
himself He has had difficulties of training to overcome which he will not completely
undo" (14-15). Pound cannot escape tradition, making his work meaningless, just like
Sam Patch "plunged to his death when his words no longer had meaning" (Matthews
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256). By comparing Pound's canon to the chart offailed wells that only uncovers fool's
gold in Book Three (36-37), Williams uses Pound's image of digging against him,
rejecting Pound's advice to search through the traditions of the past for inspiration.
7. For a more thorough examination ofthe evolution ofWilliams' view of prose, see
Bremen, pages 222-27.
8. In another note to himself quoted by Conarroe, Williams describes the textual layout of
the poem: "14 point the main theses, prominent, down the center. 12 point--the lesser
verse and the prose" (38). His emphasis on the size and position of the typeface suggests
a visual preoccupation that borders on being a painterly concern.
9. For a detailed diagram ofwhat precisely Williams did to the original passage, see
Bremen's appendix, page 239.
10. It is with some irony that I reild Denis Donoghue's call for a "Selected Writings" of
William Carlos Williams; as early as 1958 the canonization ofWilliams was seen as a
preservation of a poetic tradition (121-22).
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Reconciling the "Savage" and the "Potential" Native American:
Thomas Jefferson's Notes on the State oj Virginia
as a Blueprint for Indian Policy
Jefferson's Notes offers two views of Native Americans: they are "savages," yet they have
the potential to evolve into a "civilized" culture. These conflicting views lay the groundwork
for Jefferson's presidential policy towards the Native Americans. By labeling them as
"savage" with the potential to become "civilized," Jefferson could personally justify as a
benevolent his attempt to erase their culture and replace it with a more pacifistic agrarian
society, thereby making land available for white settlement.
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If one were to make a list of the labels given to Thomas Jefferson over the last two
hundred years, the list would be quite extensive: President, architect, philosopher, scientist.
But one label that historians often overlook is that of art collector. Jefferson took great pains
to fill Monticello with the finest art he could find, favoring classically influenced paintings and
statuary. I Every inch of available wall space hung thick with art, and he arranged his parlor
in a three-tier hierarchy of his best pieces as he had seen done in the parlors ofParis (Adams
221). What appealed to Jefferson's artistic sensibility was the image contained in a wprk
rather than a need to own a one-of-a-kind original; copies of famous works were acceptable
as long as they accurately reproduced the works in question. He simply wanted to surround
himselfwith the best artistic experiences civilization had to offer.
In addition to his art collection, Jefferson gathered a large number of natural artifacts
. in his entrance hall, creating a miniature museum of sorts. Much ofthe museum dealt with
the natural wonders ofthe United States: the stuffed head of a mountain ram; the antlers from
elk, moose, and deer; shells and fossils; even the upper and lower jaws of a mastodon (Adams
116, 221). At the center of this collection of natural wonders were Jefferson's Native
American artifacts sent to him by the Lewis and Clark expedition, which included "bows,
arrows, quivers, poisoned lances, peace pipes, wampum belts, moccasins, dresses, and ... a
large Indian map painted on a buffalo hide of the Missouri River and its tributaries" (Adams
218). In Jefferson and Nature, Charles A. Miller points out that, unlike with art, Jefferson
never allowed replicas of Native American artifacts into Monticel,lo because to copy such
items would in effect remove them from nature (107). To have anything less than authentic
objects available for study would corrupt their value as natural wonders.
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What we can see in Jefferson's collections is a distinction being made between two
cultures. By grouping his Native American artifacts with natural objects, Jefferson in effect
excludes Native American cultures from the realm of civilization. Jefferson makes this point
quite clearly in his Notes on the State of Virginia: "I know of no such thing existing as an
Indian monument; for I would not honour with that name arrow points, stone hatchets, stone
pipes, and half-shapen images" (97). Given the importance Jefferson places on the
representation in art, to suggest that Native American artifacts bear incomplete images
suggests that he thought them to be beneath consideration as art. By including such images
in a list ofutilitarian objects, tools he might have considered primitive because they failed to
use the more advanced metallurgy techniques of the white settlers, Jefferson further excludes
them from consideration as art. Unlike painted works, which Jefferson appreciated as
aesthetic experiences, the Native American pieces serve only as samples of the natural realm
to be studied as part of the pursuit of scientific truth, much as one would study the bones of
animals. The assumption is that "civilization" (as defined by Jefferson's Eurocentric view)
operates on a higher level ofexistence than the "savage" culture(s) ofNative Americans.
Yet to conclude that Jefferson only saw Native Americans as inferior to his own
culture would be to ignore the conflicting views that Jefferson expresses about them in his
1784 study of the American environment, Notes on the State of Virginia. Within its pages
the very same cultures incapable of producing artistic "monuments" rank among their
members individuals such as Logan, the Mingo Chief, whose oratorical skills Jefferson
equates with those ofDemosthenes and Cicero (Notes 62).2 Jefferson likewise passionately
-..
defends the Native Americans against the charge ofinferiority leveled by the French naturalist
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Buffon, a defense that some critics view as a statement of support for their equal status with
whites.3 While at odds with each other, both the inferior and equal view of Native Americans
can be found in the Notes, and in order to understand how both views can co-exist, we must
take a closer look at the objectives Jefferson set out to achieve in writing his Notes given the
socio-political climate in which they were written.
Jefferson's conflicting views about Native Americans can be linked to their symbolic
value in the development ofthe United States as an independent nation. Of particular concern
was their role in limiting the international prestige of the new nation. In Europe, the Native
Americans symbolized the presumed environmental inferiority of the American continent, and
as one ofthe founding fathers, Jefferson could not allow such a view to go unchallenged lest
it define the character ofthe new nation. To combat this negative view, Jefferson of necessity
had to elevate the character of the Native Americans in order to defend the honor of his
country. Yet at the same time, Americans themselves viewed the Native Americans as
symbols ofthe repressive British government because the Crown had consistently used them
as a justification to curb uncontrolled westward expansion by the colonists. Where the
colonists thought that the entire point of coming to America was to provide everyone access
to land for cultivation, the British wanted to prevent the colonies from expanding beyond the
Appalachian mountains so as to keep the colonists within shipping distance of the east coast
and the delivery ofBritish manufactured goods. The British also sought to protect the native
population so as to prevent costly hostilities and to maintain a lucrative fur trade. With these
two interests in mind, the British government virtually prohibited any further acquisition of
land from the Native Americans in 1763, and "Indian lands" became symbols of British
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tyranny as a result. Because of these two co~flicting views, Jefferson needed to build a
perspective about the Native Americans that allowed him to use them as a symbol of
America's viability while at the same time providing a loophole through which the United
States could justify ultimately taking their land away from them. The results of these
conflicting imperatives can be seen throughout the Notes and serve as a precursor to
Jefferson's own policy toward the Native Americans during his presidency.
Ironically, the original impetus for Jefferson's Notes did not particularly care about
much ofwhat Jefferson has to say about Native Americans or many of the other philosophical
topics he covers at length in the book. In 1780 Fran90is Marbois, the Secretary ofthe French
legation in Philadelphia, circulated a questionnaire about the state of affairs in America.
/"
Although it briefly asks about natural phenomena and "aborigines," its primary focus is on
pragmatic concerns: commerce, political institutions, population issues, and the like.
According to George Alan Davy, Jefferson "adds to Marbois' queries, or interprets them in
unusual ways, so that he can make an argument or proposal" to suit his own agenda (584).
With his extensive library, Jefferson was up to date on the current opinions circulating about
America in France and Europe, many ofwhich held the continent in low esteem. Merrill D.
Peterson contends that by writing the Notes, "Jefferson sought to take intellectual possession
of the country" by refuting the negative theories put forth by the Europeans about North
America (51), a task not only satisfying to his intellectual drive but also one that served his
"patriotic interests" by presenting America in the best possible light (Tauber 637).
Jefferson's chief concern for the reputation of the United States lay in the biological
theories ofBuffon, one ofthe most respected naturalists in France. In 1761 Buffon advanced
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in his Histoire Naturelle that the continent of America produced smaller and fewer numbers
of animal species because of an overabundance of water and a lack of heat (Notes 47).
Buffon's specific claims against Native Americans (which so incensed Jefferson that he quoted
over a full page of Buffon's text in the Notes) suggest that Indians lack sexual impulses,
genius, bravery, strength, size, and facial hair, the result of which Buffon suggests places
Native Americans beneath animals on the social scale (Notes 59). On the surface such a
premise seems silly, but as Bernard W. Sheehan notes "because of his stature ... Buffon
endowed his idea with a prestige far beyond its intrinsic merits" (68). The respect Buffon held
-
threatened to portray America as a biologically inferior continent, a claim which Harold
Hellenbrand points out might lead in turn "to criticism [ofAmerica] as a poor environment
for whites" by association (13). For this reason, the majority of the praise Jefferson offers
about Native Americans occurs in Query VI, which deals with the environment of North
America, because at this point in his argument the defense of his nation's prestige depends
upon the image of the Native Americans.
In the Notes Jefferson launches a spirited rhetorical counterattack complete with
charts, comparisons, and philosophical debate. In response to the relatively straightforward
issue about animal shrinkage, Jefferson uses a detailed chart to systematically plot the average
weight ofanimals common to both Europe and America to show that animals actually thrived
better in America than in Europe.4 The Indian issue, however, required a more philosophical
approach. Citing his own direct experience with Native Americans, as well as the information
of people "upon whose judgement I can rely" (Notes 59), Jefferson claims the moral high
ground of a more well-informed expert. He flatly denies a lack of ardor, cites lifestyle
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differences and diet as explanations for the difference in size and strength, and suggests that
a lack of facial hair stems from their cultural revulsion of body hair (59-60). Of particular
interest is Jefferson's explanation for the lack of genius displayed by Native Americans.
Instead of arguing that they manifest genius in a different manner than white culture, Jefferson
suggests that they simply have yet to realize their full potential:
Before we condemn the Indians ofthis continent as wanting Genius, we must consider
that letters have not yet been introduced among them. Were we to compare them in
their present state with the Europeans North ofthe Alps, when the Roman arms and
arts first crossed those mountains, the comparison would be unequal, because, at that
time, those parts ofEurope were swarming with numbers; because numbers produce
emulation, and multiply the chanc~f improvements, and one improvement begets
another. Yet I may safely ask, how many good poets ... had Europe North of the
Alps then produced? ... I do not mean to deny that there are varieties in the race of
man, distinguished by their powers both of body and mind. I believe there are, as I
see to be the case in the races of other animals. I only mean to suggest a doubt,
whether the bulk and faculties ofanimals depend on the side of the Atlantic on which
their food happens to grow. (Notes 63)
According to Frank Shuffelton, this argument derives from the philosophical histories ofthe
era that argued that degrees of civilization could be measured on a sliding social scale as
indicated by the complexity ofa ethnic group's cultural signs (262). What Jefferson suggests
here is that Native Americans should be looked at not as animals but as human beings that
have not yet had the opportunity afforded their European counterparts to advance as a
culture. Had the Indians had an outside influence introduced into their culture sooner, and
had they had a larger population in which these influences might have been passed on and
modified, Jefferson contends that Native Americans would have been every bit as "advanced"
as their European counterparts. In effect, Native American cultures function in Jefferson's
theory as proto-civilizations just waiting to bloom. Because of their potential, no blame can
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be placed on the American environment for their "savage" state, an explanation that in turn
safeguards the reputation of the United States.
While on the surface this argument seems to defend American Indian cultures, in
addition to neatly exonerating the American continent from the label "pernicious," by firmly
planting Native Americans at the bottom of the civilization scale, this defense simultaneously
reaffirms the inferiority of the indigenous population. By reducing the status of Native
Americans to proto-civilizations, Jefferson limits them to what Roger Kennedy calls "objects
of study" rather than legitimate civilizations in their own right, a perspective supported by the
structure of the Notes (lOS). Instead of making his most insightful comments about Native
American cultures in Query XI ("Aborigines"), Jefferson lumps them in with other American
natural resources in Query VI ("Productions Mineral, Vegetable, and Animal"), linking their
potential not to their culture, but to the land. He likewise catalogues them as if they are
natural resources: just as there are charts on "A Comparative View of the Quadrupeds of
Europe and ofAmerica" (50-52), the "Birds of Virginia" (66-70), "Vegetables" (38-42), and
even the "Climate" (74), Jefferson twice charts Native Americans like a separate species.
While Shuffelton suggests that such charts should not be viewed as an attempt to denigrate
Native Americans because they serve as a catalogue useful for comparison to other cultures
(262), no other group of humans are listed in the Notes in such a manner for such a
comparison. Instead, this graphical presentation locks them into what Christopher Looby
calls a "static" state that "explicitly exclude[s] the possibility of change or development"
(265). While Looby's argument deals primarily with the overall style of the Notes and the
taxological desire to render all knowledge fixed and unchanging, given Jefferson's contention
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that the Native Americans should be able to evolve into "civilized" cultures, the precision with
which he records their state of "savagery" seems to indicate a subconscious desire to freeze
their cultures at their particular level of social evolution rather than allowing their unique
cultures to grow.
Indeed, the rest of his commentary about Native Americans in the Notes not directly
tied to the potential of the new nation suggests an anthropological desire to study a dead
culture. His most personal observation about Native Americans (one of only two in the
Notes) details his youthful exploration of an Indian barrow, an enthusiastic description that
ironically follows his rejection of the label "monument" for their cultural artifacts (97). He,
devotes three pages to the account in which he carefully documents (apparently from
memory) the exact positions of particular skull fragments and offers theories on the nature
ofbone decay, rendering the passage more of a testimonial to the joys of archeology rather
than offering any useful information on the culture. Of equal interest to Jefferson are the
collection ofIndian vocabularies, which he hypothesized could be used to trace similar word-
roots back to Far Eastern vocabularies, indicating a relationship between the two groups. 5
His description ofthe collection process suggests a disregard for the culture under study: lilt
is to be lamented then, very much to be lamented, that we have suffered so many ofthe Indian
tribes already to extinguish, without our having previously collected and deposited in the
records of literature the general rudiments at least of the language they spoke" (101). His
concern for the disappearance of many of the east coast tribes reflects none of the hopes for
social evolution his earlier response to Marbois indicates, nor does it indicate any "lament"
for the loss of life or the loss ofa living culture. His only concern is with the loss of potential
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anthropological data, as if he were on hand for the collapse of an ancient ruin instead of a still
surviving culture. What we see in this description, as in all of the passages on Native
Americans that do not threaten the integrity of the continent as a home for whites, is a curious
lack ofdescription ofNative Americans as a living culture. Their culture, in effect, takes on
an almost fossil-like quality in the second half of the Notes, one that can be picked up,
examined, and comfortably tucked away in a museum.
In depicting the Native Americans as cultures of the past, Jefferson may have been
subconsciously groping for a way ofviewing them that would allow him to justify the seizure
of Indian lands by British-American colonists and the continuing need of the United States
to expand into their territory without having to acknowledge the imperialistic nature of this
policy. The Notes say little about how land was acquired from the Indians during the colonial
period except to exonerate the white settlers from any charges oftheft:
That the lands ofthis country were taken from them by conquest, is not so general a
truth as is supposed. I find in our historians and records, repeated proofs of purchase,
which cover a considerable part of the lower country; and many more would
doubtless be found on further search. The upper country we know has been acquired
altogether by purchases made in the most unexceptionable form. (96).
The above passage contains every word in the Notes on American land acquisition from the
Native Americans and seems to reflect a desire to defend the United States against unspecified
charges of land seizure or defrauding the Indians.6 While on the surface Jefferson's use of
legal "proofs of purchase" as a defense might seem legitimate, the vague assurances that
"many more would doubJless be found on further search" suggests that even he recognizes
the tenuous legality ofwhite land ownership offormer Indian lands. Perhaps more revealing
are the words Jefferson chose to cut from the draft of the Notes: "it is true that these
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purchases were sometimes made with the price in one hand and the sword in the other"
(281n). In omitting these words, Jefferson cuts the discourse ofconquest from the Notes, and
in doing so further reveals what he believes to be the unspecified allegation of his European
audience: the Americans took their land by force from its native residents. Having just won
a revolution against an imperialist nation, such a charge would be difficult for Jefferson to
reconcile with his democratic philosophy. Thus the Notes tries to finesse its way around the
issue through legal double-talk, which in turn serves as a marker on the development ofwhat
will become Jefferson's presidential policy towards the Native Americans.
Part of the reason American land acquisition policy needed to be free from the label
of "imperialistic expansion" was that the tyranny inherent in such a label could not be
separated from the Revolutionary belief that the British government's attempt to deny
colonists the right to expand their holdings into Native American lands was itself tyrannical.
British policy consistently attempted to contain the colonists, much as the subsequent
American policy would attempt to contain the Native Americans. While the temptation exists
to credit the British with a benevolent policy towards Native Americans, as does Wesley
Frank Craven in his article "Indian Policy in Early Virginia," the primary goal ofBritain in
protecting Indian interests was of an economic nature. In the case of the Virginia colony,
after the initial settlements were established, the British recognized that the increasingly
hostile behavior of the Indian population resulted both from desperation and frustration at
having been cut off from access to waterways and hunting grounds. In order to prevent
costly military intervention, in 1646 the British-controlled colonial government set aside
reservations where the Native Americans could live and hunt unmolested, a policy much
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lambasted by the colonists themselves (Craven 76-77). While these reservations were
ultimately given over to the colonists in the face of a growing white population, this early
attempt to deny settlers access to Indian lands indicate the indifference of the British to the
colonists when economic considerations were at stake.
Yet while the colonists' ultimate disregard for the land reserved for the Native
Americans in Virginia could be tolerated in the late 1650s, by 1763 the impending expansion
beyond the Appalachian mountains threatened British economic interests by moving the
colonial population outside of the range in which British manufactured goods could be
comfortably delivered from the east coast. In this mercantilist thesis, put forth by Robert A.
Williams, Jr. in The American Indian in Western Legal Thought, the British feared that such
a move would by necessity compel their colonists to become self-sufficient: "westward
expansion ofthe colonial frontier beyond the reach ofthe Atlantic ports would ultimately lead
to the creation of competing inland manufacturers, lessening dependence throughout the
colonies on British goods and ultimately the mother country itself' (234). To allow the
possibility ofmanufacturing to emerge would in effect destroy the British monopoly, costing
the Crown a great deal of revenue and ultimately its hold on the American colonies. In
addition to the threatened loss of their exclusive markets, Britain also recognized that
westward expansion was threatening to eradicate the Native American population, a
possibility that would destroy another profitable trading relationship, since the Indians would
trade valuable furs for items the British deemed to be trinkets (Williams 223). In order to
prevent both outcomes, the home government issued the Proclamation of 1763, which
outlawed the purchase of Indian lands by colonists without the approval of the government
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back home, making the task of staking a claim beyond the Appalachians virtually impossible
since it required repeated overseas travel to receive permission. In order to enforce the law,
in 1765 the Stamp Act was enacted in order to pay for an increased troop presence on the
western boundary, a policy which in effect not only denied colonists access to lands that they
desired but forced them to pay for enforcement of the law as well.
Jefferson's response to these imperialistic policies can be found in the instructions he
penned for the Virginia delegates to the first Continental Congress, instructions that would
later be published as A Summary View of the Rights ofBritish America. While much of the
tract lists the injustices suffered by the colonists in America, Jefferson's ultimate goal is to
delegitimize the authority ofBritain over the American colonies by attempting to prove that
Britain lacks the right to determine ownership ofland abroad. Tracing the legal history of the
Crown's right to dispense land ownership back to the Norman conquest of Britain, Jefferson
argues that the King's control over la,nd ownership only extends to thoseJands conquered by
William that became the territory regulated under the British feudal system (Summary View
118).7 American land, on the other hand, could only be dispensed under the "Saxon laws of
possession" in which those who fought for the land and lived on the land determined
ownership of the land. Under this philosophy, Britain had no right to limit any colonist's
attempt to purchase lands from the Native Americans or anyone else:
[H]is majesty has lately taken on him to advance the terms of purchase [ofland], and
ofholding to the double ofwhat they were; by which means the acquisition oflands
being rendered difficult, the population of our country is likely to be checked. It is
time, therefore, for us to lay the matter before his majesty, and to declare that he has
no right to grant lands of himself From the nature and purpose of civil institutions,
all the lands within the limits which any particular society has circumscribed around
itself are assumed by that society, and subject to their allotment only. (119)
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\Apt words for a revolutionist, words that clearly indicate the perceived tyranny of the mother
country and the need for self-determination. By protecting the Native American lands from
aggressive encroachment by both speculators and out-and-out thieves, in Jefferson's opinion
the British opposed the vital interests and legal rights of those whom they had sent to live
there. Part ofthe driving force behind the American Revolution, then, can be seen as a desire
to be free to take Indian lands without fear of external interference. 8
Having won the American Revolution, the United States could freely pursue the
acquisition ofNative American lands, but, for Jefferson at least, a philosophical justification
for changing the Indians land-based societies needed development. His evolutionary argument
in the Notes that Native Americans could, ifgiven time and the proper conditions, evolve to
a "civilized" state laid the ground work for an acceptable justification for acquiring Indian
lands: the shift to a more civilized agrarian society. Williams argues that to the growing white
population of America, the way in which Native Americans used the land they occupied
constituted a waste because it failed to maximize the productivity of the land (247). Part of
being civilized, in a Lockean world, required that nature be put to the best possible use:
[H]e, that incloses land and has a greater plenty of the conveniences of life from ten
acres, thus he could have from a hundred left to nature, may truly be said to give
ninety acres to mankind. For this labor now supplys [sic] him with provisions out of
ten acres, which were but the product of an hundred lying in common. (Locke,
quoted in Williams, 248)
Locke's ideas about the value of agriculture as the best use ofland appealed to Jefferson
because they simultaneously offered a way to free up land~while "improving" the Native
Americans both materially and socially. The Indians' way of life that obstructed peaceful
annexation of their property, a way oflife Jefferson had already entombed in the past in the
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Notes, could reasonably be shifted to an equally natural, yet civilized, mode of existence
through farming in good conscience because everyone would benefit in Jefferson's mind.
Where the Indians would gain a constant source of food and learn to live in peace, the white
)
settlers would find more land available for their occupation. Given the benefits to both
cultures, as President, Jefferson repeatedly advised Native Americans to shift to an agrarian
society, as he does in his November 3, 1802, letter to ChiefHandsome Lake:
While they depended on hunting, the more extensive the forest around them, the more
game they would yield. But going into a state of agriculture, it may be as
advantageous to a society, as it is to an individual, who has more land than he can
improve, to sell a part, and layout the money in stocks and implements of agriculture,
for the better improvement of the residue. A little land well stocked and improved,
will yield more than a great deal without stock or improvement. (Writings 256)
The Lockean overtones ofhis advice are unmistakable: one can almost read between the lines
the Lockean formula of 100 acres reduced to 10 acres that would free up 90 acres for white
settlers to use while at the same time "improving" the lifestyle of the Native Americans. Such
admonishment to take up agriculture became an omnipresent feature of all of his
correspondence with Native Americans.
Despite the self-serving nature ofJefferson's agrarian plan for the Native Americans,
his benevolent intentions on an intellectual level cannot be denied. In his excellent study of
the demise of the American Indian, Seeds ofExtinction, Bernard W. Sheehan contends that
despite the negative outcome of his policy, Jefferson intended "only the best" for the Native
Americans (12), arguing convincingly that Jefferson's desire to save them from certain
destruction was a sincere philanthropic desire that coexisted nicely with the growing white
population's need for more land. As the father of the Agrarian Myth, Jefferson idealized
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fanners as "responsible political and social creatures" who were ideal citizens because their
passive means of livelihood required a "civilized" relationship with their neighbors and
surrounding governments (Hellenbrand 10), a relationship that would, for the Indians, render
them unwilling to risk crop loss in war and make them dependent on white trade for
agricultural_implements and other manufactured goods.9 Such a relationship would allow
Native Americans to interact and interbreed with whites, ultimately becoming "civilized" as
they became more white (WTJ 452). His ultimate vision ofrefonned Indian nations included
the concept of private property (WTJ 452), household manufacture (WTJ337), and written
laws (WTJ 456).
Yet as benevolently and idealistically as we might want to see Jefferson's philanthropic
goals for the Native Americans, the historical record clearly shows that the overriding
intention of his Indian policy as President was to take control of their land for use by the
United States. As president, Jefferson received numerous complaints from several Indian
nations about a lack ofproper payment, which he dismissed as either frivolous or beyond the
obligation of the United States. Several tribes complained that the British never completed
payment on lands sold to them now owned by the United States, but in such cases Jefferson
usually responded as he did in a January 18, 1809, letter to the Ottawas by saying "If they
owe you for lands, they ought to pay you once for all and be done with it" instead of
assuming the obligation for payment (WTJ 466). The previously mentioned letter to
Handsome Lake was sent in response to the chiefs contention that a recent land sale between
his tribe and the government was carried out by an unauthorized member of the tribe, a
charge Jefferson flatly denies before offering the chief his "silver lining" view that the sale
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brings Handsome Lake's nation closer to an agrarian state. He just as easily denies any
liability for accusations ofcoercion by other tribes: "You say you were told at Swan's Creek"
that ifyou would not let us have lands, we should be angry with you, and would force you.
Those, my children, who told you so, said what was false, and what never had been said or
thought ofby us" (WT) 429). In each case, Jefferson simply ignores the legitimate complaints
of the Native Americans, showing a disregard for their property rights much as the British did
to colonial America.
More importantly, Jefferson attempted to encourage Native Americans to sell land by
manufacturing a pressing need for debt relief among the Indians. While Jefferson repeatedly
assured his Native American correspondents that their lands "shall never go from you but
when you should be disposed to sell" (Writings 555),10 his instructions to governmental
officials charged with dealing with the Native Americans clearly state a policy of encouraging
Indians to go into debt in order to be coerced into repayment with land. In a February 27,
1803, letter to then Governor William H. Harrison, Jefferson makes this policy clear:
To promote this disposition to exchange lands, which they have to spare and we want,
for necessaries, which we have to spare and they want, we shall push our trading uses,
and be glad to see the good and influential individuals among them run in debt,
because we observe that when these debts get beyond what the individuals can pay,
they become willing to lop them off by a cession of lands . . . In this way our
settlements will gradually circumscribe and approach the Indians, and they will in time
either incorporate with us as citizens of the United States, or remove beyond the
Mississippi. The former is certainly the termination of their history most happily for
themselves. (Writings 1118)
In this letter the benevolence expressed by Jefferson towards Handsome Lake is gone, leaving
~
only a calculated and efficient means ofensuring Native American participation in land deals.
Jefferson explicitly links land sales to assimilation, which he clearly understands will
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effectively end the ethnic "history"/identity of the Native Americans. While he sees such an
outcome asJ2ositive, his closing words to Harrison reveal an equal understanding of how the
Indians might respond should they become aware of Jefferson's intentional fossilization of
their culture:
I must repeat that this letter is to be considered as private and friendly, and is not to
control any particular instructions which you may receive through official channel
[sic]. You will also perceive how sacredly it must be kept within your own breast,
and especially how improper to be understood by the Indians. For their interests and
their tranquility it is best they should see only the present age of their history.
(Writings 1120)
While contradicting the official policy of peaceful and uncoerced purchases of land from the
Indians, these "private and friendly" words carry with them the authority of a secret
instruction almost conspiratorial in nature. To be discovered would invite open hostility from
the Native Americans, who would certainly fight for their survival. In light of these secret
instructions, finding a benevolent tone in Jefferson's March 7, 1805, letter to the Chickasaw
Nationis difficult: "Your lands are your own ... You will be free to keep or to sell as
yourselves shall think. . . [but] if at this time you think it will be better for you to dispose of
some ofthem to pay your debts, and to help your people to improve the rest, we are willing
to buy on reasonable terms" (WTJ 411). Such "kind" offers of assistance read more like
offers that the Native Americans could not refuse because they had often been unwittingly
maneuvered into debt in order to close the deal. ll
In labeling his secret Native American policy "the termination of their history,"
Jefferson fills in the missing link needed to understand the apparent contradictions in his view
ofAmerican Indians in Notes on the State ofVirginia. His elaborate defense of their potential
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worth against the rumblings of Buffon did not merely elevate the status of the American
environment; it set into motion an almost crusade-like need to save them from the traditional
way of life that blocked their rise into the ranks of the "civilized" so carefully recorded by
Jefferson in the Notes. In the face of the popular dislike and distrust of the indigenous
population by Americans, his defense of them can be seen as a radical statement against the
majority's less sympathetic view. This defense, however, resembles one of the "Invisible
Bullets" in cultural relations noted by Stephen 1. Greenblatt: "the subversiveness that is
genuine and radical . .. is at the same time contained by the power it would appear to
threaten. Indeed the subversiveness is the very product of that power and furthers its ends"
(480). While subverting the socially accepted norm ofIndian "savegry," Jefferson's ideas
actually promote Native American "inferiority," creating an intellectual space that appears
subversive while -in actuallity supporting the accepted national interest in taking control of
Indian lands. For all of his good intentions, Notes on the State of Virginia serves as the
intellectual launch pad for the containment and assimilation of a conflicting cultural system
that blocked the material progress of his growing country. In order to save them, their
"savage ways" needed to be consigned to the past as fossils of a bygone era, fit only for a
museum ofnatural history rather than of"civilization." In fossilizing their cultures, Jefferson
subconsciously renders the Native Americans almost blank slates capable ofbeing rewritten
in whatever fashion suits his needs, a state in which they cease "to be . . . Indian in any
ethnological sense" (Peterson 57). By choosing for them the role of agrarian pacifists,
Jefferson creates a rationalization for their decreased need for land, which in turn legitimizes
in his own mind all efforts (ethical or not) to prod them into selling land so that they might
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more rapidly embrace, by necessity, farming as a means of sustaining life. As a result, more
land would become available for the growing white population, a population which in turn
would absorb the former natives, thereby "raising" the American Indians to a "civilized" level
while at the same time utterly destroying their culture. Only by presenting both the "savage"
inferiority of the Native Americans and praising their potential for evolution in the Notes
could Jefferson ever have found a justification, in his own mind at least, for his territorially
self-serving Native American policies as President by calling them "benevolent."
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Notes
1. William Howard Adams, a noted Monticello historian, observes that Jefferson's
ambition for classical pieces ran high: his most sought-after work was The Medici Venus
(198).
2. Echoes of the awe for Native American elloquence that Jefferson expresses in his
description ofLogan's speech can be found throughout his writings, according to
Frederick Binder's The Color Problem in Early National America (82). In 1762
Jefferson listened to a speech by the Cherokee chiefOutasse in Williamsburg which he
recalled in a letter forty-two years later as being an awe-inspiring rhetorical exercise
despite his inability to understand the Cherokee language.
3. William Peden's introduction to the Notes claims that Jefferson attacks (among other
social ills) "the enslavement ofman by man; the injustice of racial superiority" (xxiii). This
sentiment is echoed by Albert E. Bergh in the editorial comments about Jefferson's "Indian
Addresses" collected in The Writings of Thomas Jefferson, who considers these letters to
be examples of "the humane attitude of the United States Government towards the
Indians" (370).
4. William Peden wryly notes that in order to offer further proof of his point, Jefferson
had a moose hunted down, skinned, and shipped (skeleton and all) to Buffon to show the
superiority ofAmerican fauna (Notes, 268n).
5. In his lifetime he collected over fifty Indian vocabularies, but in a letter to fellow
naturalist B.S. Barton dated September 21, 1809, he lamented that his vocabularies were
stolen and destroyed while being shipped from Washington to Monticello (Life 598-99).
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6. Frederick Binder points out that while a particular prompting for this explanation
cannot be found, by 1786 the French were sufficiently interested in the problem to have
De Meunier, who was writing articles for the Encyclopedie Methodique, enquire about
land transactions with the Native Americans while consulting Jefferson on an entry on the
United States. Binder reports that Jefferson "assured the Frenchman that the 'sacredness'
[for the Native American's right to their land] was 'felt by all thinking persons in America'
..." (93-94).
7. For a detailed analysis of Jefferson's "Norman Yolk" argument in A Summary View of
. the Rights ofBritish America, see Williams, pages 265-71.
8. Ironically, in the Notes Jefferson uses the Native Americans as a symbol ofwhat life
could be without repressive government: "whether no law, as among the savage
Americans, or too much law, as among the civilized Europeans, submits man to the
greatest evil, one who has seen both conditions of existence would pronounce it to be the
last: and that the sheep are happier of themselves, than under the care 'ofwolves" (93).
Apparently whereas the legal "proofs of purchase" are fine for the United States to use
against the interests of the Native Americans (96), the European use of such laws borders
on murderous tyranny.
9. Jefferson must not have been aware ofa similar attempt by the Colonial government of
Virginia in the 1650s to use the "civilizing" nature of agricultural responsibility to pacify
the Indians. In exchange for eight wolf heads, the Virginia government would give a
Native American a cow, which, according to Craven, "was intended to serve as a civilizing
agent and a means of enforcing upon the native a degree oflegal responsibility theretofore
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wanting. There was in the move, perhaps, just a suggestion of giving chips to an
opponent to enable him to play the game" (79). The plan failed.
10. See also Jefferson's December 17, 1803, letter to the Choctaw Nation and his March
7, 1805, letter to the Chickasaw Nation, among others.
11. Jefferson's. secret policy embodies the spirit of the very colonists that Colonial
Virginia sought to protect the Native Americans from in their 1658 revisal ofa 1656
Indian Trade act, which according to Craven sought to shield the Indians from "the
unscrupulous trader who, advancing credit of goods beyond the native's ability to repay,
sought an attachment against his person and property" (80).
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